Stockholm, Sweden — June 10, 2019

Folksam Releases Results
from Latest Helmet Tests
The Swedish insurance agency awarded top
performing helmets the ‘Good Choice’ label,
moving beyond the “pass/fail” helmet safety
tests of the past.
The Swedish insurance group, Folksam, has
released the results from its latest testing of
both adult and child bicycle helmets. Since
2012, Folksam has carried out consumer tests
of bicycle, ski, and equestrian helmets to help
consumers choose safe helmets and encourage manufacturers to make safer products.
The top performing helmets in this latest bicycling helmet test were awarded the ‘Good
Choice’ label. Three adult helmets were
awarded the ‘Good Choice’ label and two
children helmets were awarded, all five of
which are outfitted with MIPS (Multi-Directional Impact Protection System), the world
leading brain protection solution.
Over the last seven years, Folksam has conducted eleven consumer helmet tests: seven
bicycle helmet tests, two equestrian helmet
tests, and two ski helmet tests.
Like the ongoing Virginia Tech helmet

safety ratings, the Folksam tests provide
authoritative third party information on head
protection so that consumers can balance
safety against purchasing factors like fit,
design, and price. Historically, helmets have
been granted a “pass/fail” designation from
consumer testing groups whose criteria has
remained unchanged for decades.
In total three adult helmets obtained the
Folksam good choice label: Giro Aether
MIPS, Specialized Propero 3 Angi MIPS and
Tec Nice MIPS. These helmets performed up
to 36% better than the average helmet, and
all are fitted with MIPS to reduce damaging
rotational motion upon impact. In total, two
child helmets obtained the Folksam Good
Choice label: Tec Boo MIPS and Tec Lelle
MIPS. These helmets performed up to 44%
better than the average helmet, and both
are also fitted with MIPS.
In an effort to prove the relevance of including rotational motion in consumer tests and
legal requirements, Folksam has conducted
these tests to show that there is a link between rotational motion and strain in the
grey matter of the brain. Folksam states

that in the future, legal helmet requirements
should therefore ensure a good performance
for rotational loading as well. However, the
insurance agency acknowledges that before
this happens, consumer tests play an important role in informing and guiding consumers in their choice of helmets.
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To find out more about these tests, visit the links below:
https://nyhetsrum.folksam.se/sv/files/2019/06/S40150_Rapport_vuxen_ENG.pdf
https://nyhetsrum.folksam.se/sv/files/2019/06/S40150_Rapport_barn_ENG.pdf

Adult helmet test results

ROTATION
PROTECTION

RATING
(4 = best, 1 = worst)

Giro Aether MIPS
Specialized Propero 3 Enter MIPS
Tec Nice
Lazer GustavMIPS
Oakley ARO3 MIPS
Abus Pedelec 2.0
Bontrager Charge WaveCel
Giro Syntax MIPS
POC Omne Air SPIN
6D ATB-1T EVO
Occano Sport Helmet
Oxford Hurricane F15

MIPS
MIPS
MIPS
MIPS
MIPS
N/A
WaveCel
MIPS
SPIN
ODS
N/A
N/A

4
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

MIPS
MIPS
MIPS
MIPS
N/A
N/A
N/A

4
4
3
2
1
1
1

Child helmet test results
Tec Boo
Tec Lelle
Abus Youn-I MIPS
Bell Sidetrack MIPS Y
Abus Smiley 2.0
Etto Kid Rider
With Genio

About MIPS

MIPS specializes in helmet-based safety and protection of the brain. Based on an ingredient brand model, MIPS Brain
Protection System (BPS) is sold to the global helmet industry. MIPS solutions are patented in all relevant markets and
are based on more than 20 years of research and development together with the Royal Institute of Technology and the
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden. MIPS is the world leader in this field.
The company’s headquarters, with 29 employees in research and development, sales, marketing and administration is
located in Stockholm together with the test facility. For more information, visit www.mipsprotection.com

